
CASCADE

Hook - Anything

Tag - Silver Oval

Tail - Yellow & Orange fine

 Bucktail

          Pearl Krystal Flash

Rib - Oval silver

Body rear - Flat Silver

Body front - Black floss

Wing - Black Squirrel Tail or Black Fox Pelt

Hackle - Yellow cock and Orange cock

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

point tying in a length of Oval Silver,  Wind the Oval 4 turns backwards

to form a tag, take the Oval between the 2 hooks and pull back towards

the head. Secure with the thread and trim off. Prepare and tie in a small

bunch of fine Yellow bucktail twice the hook length. Tie in a couple of

strands of Pearl Krystal Flash the same length. Tie in a small bunch of

fine Orange bucktail the same length. Tie in lengths of Oval silver and

flat Silver tinsel. Wind the thread 2/
3
rds way up the body tying in the

waste and trim off. Wind the flat tinsel up to here to form the rear body.

Now tie in a piece of Black floss and take the thread to the head. Wind

the floss up to here to form the front body. Rib all the body with the Oval

and trim off. Prepare a small bunch of Black dyed Squirrel and tie in so

that it reaches the end of the hook. Trim off the butts at a taper and

apply a small drop of thin clear varnish. Bind the roots down tightly with

well waxed thread forming a smooth base. Prepare a Yellow cock

hackle and tie it in by the tip, double it and wind 3 turns. Prepare an

Orange cock hackle, slightly longer in the barb, and tie it in by the tip.

Double it and wind 4 turns at the front. Make sure the fibres slope back-

wards. Trim off the waste, form a neat small head and whip finish. Now

apply several coats of thin clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny

head.
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This is a

tube version




